Big Pharma Outraged Over Charles Stanley's Latest Business Venture - He Fires Back With This!

By Brit Hume | Fox News

Gifted pastor and business genius Charles Stanley made headlines after revealing his new CBD line on Live TV last week. Pharmaceutical companies were outraged saying they will be filing a lawsuit against Stanley and his partners for violating their contract and undercutting their prices. Charles Stanley responded with this:

“When I started this whole thing back in 2015, it really was just a part time passion project and a way for me to give back. After being given so much, I figured there was no better time to make Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies available to everyone, as it can help thousands of people experience life pain-free and live much happier lives.”

His product, Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies, has been flying off the shelves within minutes and Charles says his number one struggle as CEO is being able to keep up with demand. His CBD wellness line is 90% cheaper and five times more effective than those being offered by Bayer and other “Big Pharma” companies. It is the solution for those who don't want to spend the rest of their lives in pain or as diabetics.

Bayer and Purdue Pharma were furious after seeing a massive dip in their sales, calling for Charles Stanley to be indicted, saying: “We're happy Charles found something to replace prescriptions, but his announcement was a direct breach of contract. His network should fire him immediately and he should formally apologize.”

Charles Stanley appeared on Live TV again the next day, not to apologize, but to offer viewers discount.
"I'm not going to let these companies intimidate me," Stanley fired back during his appearance. "Our product, Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies, has helped me my family not just cope with our what ails us but to thrive! I am so confident in it that I'm offering discount to everyone. Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies is the product of thousands of hours of research and development. I wouldn't talk about something on air I don't believe in and give to my family."

Stanley eventually admitted that big pharma companies are furious with him after noticing a large decline in sales since Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies was launched on the market.

"Users of Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies are experiencing results that before now were only possible through prescription medication. It's obviously a much cheaper, and safer alternative and because of that pharmaceutical companies are finding it harder to keep patients using their prescriptions."

The celebrity words coupled with online reports of amazing results got us curious about Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies so we did some research — here's what we found.

Is Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies Right For You?

The short answer is Yes.

Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies has been found to have a positive impact on key body functions including - neurological, physical, and psychological.

This includes but is not limited to:
- Reduces Chronic Pain
- Supports Joint Health
- Reduces Anxiety
- Reduces Headaches
- Reduces Blood Sugar
- Supports Cognitive Health
- Antioxidant Support

While making an appearance on Live TV Charles Stanley gifted the cast and crew with CBD products and made sure every guest was given a bottle of the life changing supplement. Since then, he has cultivated a huge celebrity clientele who are regularly reordering the products. See for yourself!

Charles Stanley's new line has been a huge hit amongst fellow celebs who got to try the initial launch of Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies.

JOEL OSTEEN

I started a new prescription my doctor suggested and had several negative side effects. Stanley gave me a bottle of Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies and the product is a miracle worker. It only took a few days for me to notice the difference.
PAT ROBERTSON

The absolute BEST for general aches and pains. This miracle makes a long evening or day much more enjoyable. Every night that I use Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies I wake up and feel better then ever before. I can't believe it.

Try It For Yourself!

While Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies is selling out around the world, Charles Stanley didn't want our readers to miss out on experiencing the benefits of Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies for themselves.

As such, he is offering our lucky readers the chance to try Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies for a huge discount! There's no need to rush out to the shops or wait in line. You can order your bottle of the supplement right now from the comfort of your own home.

If you want to finally be free from pain while fostering a much better quality of life, make sure you use Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies every day. This product is designed to give you incredible results.

Because of the high demand of Eagle Hemp CBD Gummies, Charles Stanley can only offer a limited amount of bottles so you’ll need to act quickly to take advantage of this amazing offer.

LIMITED TIME OFFER FOR OUR READERS

> CLAIM MY BOTTLE
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Comments

Alex Morgan
I have no cartilage in my left knee so this will be perfect for me! Thanks for sharing.

Reply · 13 · Like · 12 minutes ago
Ed M.
I'm so serious... I've been 1 months using this product and the results are really amazing. Highly recommend.
Reply . 14 . Like . 16 minutes ago

John Mc Gain
I'll second that, crazy results to far. figured I had nothing to lose with my arthritis... glad I gave it a shot
Reply . 2 . Like . 1 hour ago

Hellen J.
I had a friend (medical-practitioner) read through the studies, she was shocked at how legit they were. I purchased mine and couldn't believe how fast I started seeing results.
Reply . 13 . Like . 12 minutes ago

Jeremy Morgan
worked for me! I worked just like I thought it would. It was easy enough and I just want others to know when something works.
Reply . 13 . Like . 12 minutes ago